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Welcome to the website that is dedicated to my current hobby - collecting beer mats. Coaste
rs I've already started to collect in the nineties in high school and then went on smoothly even in
high school. Unfortunately, then came "blank period", when I gave away most of the trays. The
collection I once again renewed in June 2009 when I discovered that it is already one of the few
hobbies that you can somehow manage with a small daughter.
In collecting my novice, yet I'm learning to meet mats and breweries is slowly acclimatised to
the community of collectors.
Pages that I prepared for several months, trying different methods and CMS systems, and
finally I tried Joomla and quickly learned at least some basis of CMS. I know that the site is
amateur, and yet with errors, but hopefully everything doučím before I get bored.
For each brewery, or national gallery is located by clicking on the small image will appear.
Numbers and names contained in the Czech and Polish are the trays according to the catalogs
(Czech - Mr. Sterba, Polish - Mr. Kwiecien).
Welcome to the website that is dedicated to my current hobby - collecting beer coasters.
Coasters I've already started to collect in the nineties in high school and then went on smoothly
even in high school. Unfortunately, then came "blank period", when I gave away most of the
trays. The collection I once again renewed in June 2009 when I discovered that it is already one
of the few hobbies that you can somehow manage with a small daughter.
In collecting my novice, yet I'm learning to meet coasters and breweries is slowly acclimatised
to the community of collectors.
Pages that I prepared for several months, trying different methods and CMS systems, and
finally I tried Joomla and quickly learned at least some basis of CMS. I know that the site is
amateur, and yet with errors, but hopefully everything learn before I get bored.
For each brewery, or national gallery is located by clicking on the small image will appear.
Numbers and names contained in the Czech, Slovak and Polish are the trays according to the
catalogs (Czech - Mr. Sterba, Polish - Mr. Kwiecien).
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